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Dear Shareholders, Friends and Family of Tembo Global Industries Ltd ,
Good Afternoon.
Firstly, I would humbly thank ALLAH – The ALMIGHTY, team members, stake holders, vendors,
clients, relatives and friends, through whose support we have reached this position
It is my great pleasure to welcome you to the 10th Annual General Meeting of Tembo Global Industries
Limited.

With the blessings of Allah the almighty and our Elders, I am proud to announce that we have
become a 100 crores company much sooner than we expected. A BIG Cheers to that!

Although, the Covid -19 pandemic across the world has brought about a massive change in the lives of
every person on the globe, we at Tembo Global Industries have emerged more confident and have
overcome our hardships to strive even further , thus, achieving new goals and targets every month.
We believe India will be the new hub for world development and the new land of opportunities. I also
strongly believe that every adversity presents multiple new opportunities. Having said that, we are proud
to announce that this year amid the Covid-19 pandemic we have opened up a new venture in India

named “Saketh Seven Star Industries Private Limited” and are proud to announce an overseas
company incorporated in Egypt under the name“Tembo Global LLC”.
To give you a brief, Saketh Seven Star Industries Private Limited is a premier company which
specializes in Zinc flake coating, which is a new and superior coating technique. We will
primarily be marketing our products in the name of “ZiFi” under Saketh Seven Star Industries
Private Limited.
All the brands we manufacture under our UMBRELLA, particularly Tembo has gained a lot of
popularity and momentum in the Middle East and other countries. With many government
approvals and prestigious projects under our belt, we hope to achieve our target of being a 500crore company very soon.Inshallah.
We are proud to announce that despite the global pandemic this year, we have received approvals
for many prestigious projects, amongst that is, The Central Business District of the New Administrative
Capital of Egypt. Not only that, with the grace of the Almighty, we are receiving positive responses and
continuous orders from our clients and we have order for the next 6 -8 months as on date. Our team is also
working very hard to capture new product lines and markets and I am confident that we will succeed and
achieve new highs.

To be a 500-crore worth company is the next goal towards our vission. The credit for the growth
of this company’s would only and only primarily go to our TEAM, their sheer hardwork and the
faith of the shareholders. We hope to achieve our goals and set more upscale milestones in the
coming years.
Thank you all for your faith and support once again.

